Spatial- and energy-resolved photoemission electron from plasmonic nanoparticles in multiphoton regime.
Spatial-resolved photoelectron spectra have been observed from plasmonic metallic nanostructure and flat metal surface by a combination of time-of-flight photoemission electron microscope and femtosecond laser oscillator. The photoemission's main contribution is at localized 'hot spots,' where the plasmonic effect dominates and multiphoton photoemission is confirmed as the responsible mechanism for emission in both samples. Photoelectron spectra from hot spots exponentially decay in high energy regimes, smearing out the Fermi edge in Au flat surface. This phenomenon is explained by the emergence of above threshold photoemission that is induced by plasmonic effect; other competing mechanisms are ruled out. It is the first time that we have observed the emergence of high kinetic energy photoelectron in weak field region around 'hot spot.' We attribute the emergence of high kinetic energy photoelectron to the drifting of the liberated electron from plasmonic hot spot and driven by the gradient of plasmonic field.